Cisco MDS 9000 Data Mobility Manager License - Fact Sheet

CISCO MDS 9000 DATA MOBILITY MANAGER LICENSE

PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

A Cisco MDS 9000 Data Mobility Manager license is required to enable the Cisco Data Mobility Manager (DMM) on a Cisco MDS 9000 Storage Service Module (SSM) card. The SSM card itself can run multiple applications that may require alternate licenses. The DMM license is a self-contained license in that no other licenses are needed to run DMM on the SSM card.

There are 2 types of DMM licenses:

- **Permanent License**: This license (also called End User license) is only available to end users that will be deploying DMM for their own data migration needs. The permanent license may not be used by users that expect to use the MDS platform (with the SSM card) to sell migration services to other users.

- **180-day License**: This license is a time-based license that is available to service provider users that expect to sell MDS platform-based migration services. Users that qualify for the permanent license may purchase the 180-day License if they so choose to do so.

The Cisco MDS 9000 DMM license can be used with Cisco MDS 9500 multilayer directors and Cisco MDS 9200 Series multilayer fabric switches i.e. any chassis that can accommodate an SSM card.

SOFTWARE RELEASE

The Cisco DMM license can only be used on switches that run Cisco SAN-OS 3.2(1) or later.

LICENSE INFORMATION

This package is licensed on a per-slot basis. The number of licenses that a customer needs to purchase is equal to the number of SSMs the DMM feature needs to be enabled on.

ORDERING INFORMATION

The product identification numbers associated with this package follow:

- **M95DMMS1K9**  End user (permanent) DMM license for MDS 9500 series switch
- **M95DMMS1K9=**  Spare End user (permanent) DMM license for MDS 9500 series switch
- **M95DMMTS1K9**  180-day DMM license for MDS 9500 series switch
- **M95DMMTS1K9=**  Spare 180-day DMM license for MDS 9500 series switch
- **M92DMMS1K9**  End user (permanent) DMM license for MDS 9200 series switch
- **M92DMMS1K9=**  Spare End user (permanent) DMM license for MDS 9200 series switch
• M92DMMTS1K9 180-day DMM license for MDS 9200 series switch
• M92DMMTS1K9= Spare 180-day DMM license for MDS 9200 series switch

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
For more information, refer to the Cisco SAN-OS data sheet at: